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Abstract: Nowadays, product service systems (PSSs) and smart products are
surging in the market and acquiring a strategic role for companies’ survival.
Manufacturers, compelled towards the transformation process into PSS
providers, have to face the challenge of building up knowledge for successfully
providing such complex solutions, also resorting to the help of more effective
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IT systems and tools. The need to adopt a collaborative design platform is
starting to be raised also in the PSS context, since companies often have a lack
of knowledge for providing PSS. This work, grounded on a combination of lean
and DfX-based theories, is aimed at improving the knowledge formalisation
and sharing with the support of IT tools. In this sense, the lean design rules tool
(LDRT), able to manage the PSS design knowledge generated is proposed and
integrated in a more holistic engineering environment able to interact with
product lifecycle management (PLM) systems.
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Introduction

Manufacturing companies in the last decades started reacting to the market evolution with
a new paradigm constituted by products and services coupled and sold as a unique entity
– the product-service system (PSS). Goedkoop et al. (1999) state that PSS components
(product, service, supporting infrastructure and network) are jointly able to fulfil the
customers’ needs, pointing out that they can be equally important for this scope.
Generally, PSSs are made to pursue multiple objectives as industrial competitiveness,
customer satisfaction and also sustainable development (Tukker and Tischner, 2006). In
order to satisfy the different needs and expectations these systems are supposed to meet,
the importance of the design phase has been evidenced in literature Tukker and Tischner
(2006), Mont and Lindhqvist (2003) and Sassanelli (2015a). However, product and
service features are generally designed by companies as two separate elements.
Substantial enhancement in their features and characteristics will indeed occur only if
some changes arise along the way this phase is conducted (Sassanelli et al., 2016).
Involving all the significant stakeholders since the early phases of the design stage and
supporting a collaborative working mode to facilitate product engineers and designers
and service managers is essential to establish a collaborating design team and to set
commonly agreed basis and directions. Only in this way companies can be led to
effectively manage all the heterogeneous and scattered knowledge deriving by a melting
pot of skills, competences, data and resources. Moreover, manufacturers, pushed towards
the transformation process into a PSS provider (Vandermerwe and Rada, 1988; Brax,
2005) have to face the challenge of building up knowledge for supporting an integrated
design of tangible and intangible parts in their solutions and thus be able to successfully
providing new services (Schenkl et al., 2014). The relevance of an effective knowledge
management (KM) (Grover and Davenport, 2001) often suggests the adoption of IT
solutions to handle more effectively and efficiently the intellectual capital of a company:
so far, in the PSS context, collaborative design platforms have been proposed but only
limited to typically ease the engineering processes (Garetti et al., 2012; Cenamor et al.,
2017). However, manufacturing companies often have a lack of procedure and
knowledge for managing the collaborative design of simple products (Huang, 1996) issue
leading to even bigger challenges for the PSS (Schenkl et al., 2014; Wallin et al., 2013).
For these reasons, an improvement in knowledge formalisation, collection, sharing and
reuse among product design and service management functions supported by IT tools is
needed. This would also support standardisation practices in the PSS design process
fostering continuous improvement consciousness (Sassanelli et al., 2015a). Indeed, from
one side the PSS development process could benefit thanks to more structured internal
industrial procedures and better common understanding among divisions, from the other
the codified knowledge could constitute a shared and well protocolled source of best
practices adopted in the design phase to solve problems. To this purpose, the design for
product service supportability (DfPSSu) approach has been proposed in Sassanelli et al.
(2016), stimulating designers and engineers and impelling them to face in a concurrent
and synergic way all the different aspects they have to consider during the PSS design.
The DfPSSu approach has been generated through an in-depth literature review of several
Design for X (DfX) research works, obtaining a list of approach suitable in the PSS
context and for each of them the definitions, the main principles, the most relevant
techniques and the main guidelines and rules already available in Sassanelli et al. (2016).
It mainly aims at supporting designers in making the product and the supporting
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infrastructure more adequate to support the service delivery. In this perspective, the PSS
design GuRu methodology, generating DfPSSu generic guidelines and specific rules
enabling a more collaborative design of the PSS, has also been proposed (Diversity
Project, 2017) with the objective of assisting manufacturers in making their first step
towards servitisation. The industrial value and the approach validity have been verified in
different cases presented in Diversity Project (2017), Sassanelli et al. (2017a, 2017b).
From a theoretical point of view, as proposed in the PSS Lean Design methodology
(PSSLDM), Diversity Project (2017) aimed at aiding PSS development from the
customer analysis to the offering analysis, design guidelines can be considered a trait
d’union between the concept and detailed design phases, integrating the product and
service components and being able to consider both providers’ constraints and customers’
needs. They are also a mean to bond PSS design phases, from its conception to the
detailed design and configuration management. However, as resulting from the
application cases (Diversity Project, 2017; Sassanelli et al., 2017a, 2017b), a supporting
software tool able to manage the knowledge produced in terms of DfPSSu guidelines and
rules through the methodology and to support the designer in an effective use of such
knowledge along the PSS design process, is fundamental. It would help companies in
reducing the issues due to:
1

wrong design interpretations

2

the creation of solutions not compliant with what required both in terms of product
and service features

3

re-works and defectiveness of both the products and the services offered.

These drive to a reduction of the time to market as specified in the business cases
requirements (Diversity Project, 2016). This heavily affects the customer perception of
the company, fostering the customer loyalty and also the company performances.
Moreover, this formalised knowledge can contribute to practically support the
interaction of the different design procedures and the related IT tools occurring along the
PSS development process. In this sense, the necessity to raise the awareness and to start a
discussion on the possible changes needed by current product lifecycle management
(PLM) models, also thanks to the support of DfX approaches, was recently highlighted
by Diversity Project (2017). Currently, PLM models do not manage the lifecycle of a PSS
(Diversity Project, 2017). Indeed, extant PLM tool’s functionalities can be grouped
according to the Technoware-IT, Infoware, Functionware, Orgaware (TIFO) framework
and further divided into sub-criteria (Savino and Mazza, 2012): in the Functionware area,
no function aimed at a practical integration of product and services can be detected. PLM,
as of now, are focused only on product design, neglecting an integrated management of
service information. The inverse stands true for service lifecycle management (SLM)
(Diversity Project, 2017). Thus, an adapted PLM/SLM may give support in enabling such
integration within the PSS context. This new concept would allow to integrate all
information along the new extended PSS lifecycle and its utilisation by the different
actors involved through the appropriate addresses. For example, through new product
service data/lifecycle management (PSDM/PSLM) concepts, the activities and the
resources needed to deliver the service can be directly connected to the bill of materials
(BoM) of the connected product and these links can be further supported and explained
by related DfPSSu guidelines and rules. Indeed, a critical aspect related to the design of
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PSS, is the necessity to give emphasis to approaches able to capture, manage and share
product lifecycle information and data with service lifecycle information in an effective
way.
Therefore, this paper wants to clarify how the generation, use and re-use of guidelines
and rules, belonging to the DfPSSu approach, could support the entire development
process of PSSs, highlighting their importance in aiding a concurrent design process,
based on effective KM. Thus, first of all, in Section 2, the paper introduces the theory
combining lean and DfX approaches presenting the concepts of lean content design
guidelines and rules, also clarifying the purpose of this work. Then, Section 3 presents
the research design adopted to develop the Lean Design rules tool (LDRT). Section 4
explains the functionalities of the developed tool, aimed at managing the created
knowledge. The value of this tool is further empowered thanks to the possibility to
interact with PLM systems through its integration into an engineering environment,
Pezzotta et al. (2016) developed and built within the DIVERSITY project, to effectively
develop PSSs. Indeed, in order to create this interaction, based on the necessity of
managing both product and service components, the new PSDM/PSLM tool is
introduced. Authors want indeed to highlight and explain design guidelines’ function in a
platform approach, enabling the integration of the previously proposed tool with the
PSDM/PSLM tools: to this aim a systematic design and engineering workflow, to be
followed during the PSS design in order to fully exploit guidelines benefits, is proposed
in Section 5. Finally, after reporting the validation of the LDRT in Section 6, conclusions
delineate the strengths and weaknesses of the research, also indicating the possible next
steps in this research stream.

2

Research context and aim

Lean and DfX concepts have been considered as a valuable way to support the
collaborative and concurrent design of a PSS since the early phase of the development
process (Dombrowski and Schmidt, 2013). They are also considered to be able to trace
the design rationale that is the fundamental requirement to afford changes management
and to support the progressive by least commitment convergence of the space of design
solutions (Roucoules and Tichkiewitch, 2015). On this path the lean content guidelines
and rules belonging to DfPSSu approach have been defined and validated in industrial
environment (Sassanelli, 2017a, 2017b) raising the industrial need to understand how to
better manage and use such formalised knowledge (Gatenby and Foo, 1990) on a daily
basis.
The integration between DfX approaches and Lean Design theory to create design
guidelines has been one of the starting points of this research.
DfX is an integrated approach to design products and processes for cost-effective,
high-quality downstream operations from design and manufacture (including fabrication,
assembly and test) to disposal. More specifically, Design (or D) in DfX is interpreted as
concurrent design of products, and associated processes and systems. Instead, X in DfX
stands for x+bility, i.e., life cycle process/certain product characteristics
(x) + performance measures (bility) (Huang, 1996). Indeed, the PSS complexity and
variety require knowledge that could aid designers to better achieve different abilities. In
this sense, according to Chiu and Okudan (2010), DfX application provides an important
contribution by defining the concept of guidelines. They are intended as a set of
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recommended design practices that include broad design rules and specific
implementation strategies, informing the design team of ways to optimise a design or to
minimise costs for the lifecycle phase under consideration.
On the other hand, qualitative Lean Design guidelines help designers to streamline
the design process, even with a lifecycle view in certain cases (Huthwaite, 2012;
Moxham, 2005) optimising the development process rather than product design and thus
not providing to designers product design instructions on an adequate level of detail
(Dombrowski and Schmidt, 2013; Dombrowski et al., 2014). DfX guidelines are hence
more operative, giving specific instructions on how to deliver and enhance a virtue or a
stage along the lifecycle (Bauer and Paetzold, 2006).
Based on the reference framework proposed in literature by Dombrowski et al.
(2014), an integration of DfX approaches in the concept of Lean Design has been
proposed for enhancing the serviceability of the product. The aim is to support the service
provision since the PSS development phase, using DfX approaches under a lean
perspective, as a connection to derive the required product properties (e.g.,
user-friendliness, maintainability) (Dombrowski et al., 2014) from an appropriate set of
concrete product characteristics (e.g., dimensions, materials, structure or shape) and
inverted.
In the PSS context, a further step is needed in order to fully exploit DfX benefits.
DfPSSu approach (Sassanelli et al., 2016; Diversity Project, 2017) was defined as a
synergic use of several criteria that should be satisfied during the whole PSS lifecycle in
order to meet the different stakeholders’ needs. It also tries to solve the open issue of
systematically integrating product and service components, mainly making the product
and supporting infrastructure parts more suitable to support the service during their
lifecycle. Indeed, lean content design guidelines and rules, clearly referring and
belonging to this approach, compared with traditional DfX approaches, focus not only on
both the tangible and intangible aspects but act also on their interconnection, integrating
them and guaranteeing the switch to specific indications for PSS designers. Moreover,
they are able to focus on both the customer and the provider perspective along the entire
PSS lifecycle: they reveal to be capable of capture, manage and share product lifecycle
information and data in an effective sector-specific way (Diversity Project, 2017;
Sassanelli, 2017a).
Design guidelines provide a proper basis for considering generic,
non-company-specific, lifecycle oriented information to be followed during the design
phases (Hepperle et al., 2011). Such guidelines can evolve and be applied to the specific
company issues of either a product/service/system or a specific component, leading
toward the creation of the connected design rules that become concrete and quantitative
instructions for engineers, designer and project managers to be followed during their
daily specific design activities. The set of design rules represents hence the knowledge
characterising and belonging to the company. Furthermore, this representation can
enhance how design knowledge is managed, fostering both its exchange among the
different members of the design team, mainly between product engineers and sales
personnel, and its reuse for future design projects. In particular, guidelines are formalised
based on the ability (Mital et al., 2008) they want to satisfy.
A rule is directly connected to a guideline, being in charge of developing the generic
indications expressed in the guideline in a more operative and focused way, specifying
that knowledge for a specific company and PSS. In order to perform this, a specific
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methodology has been developed aiming at guiding the designers in the definition and
assessment of the guidelines and rules (Diversity Project, 2017).
In order to better clarify the concepts of such intangible assets, an example of design
guidelines and (connected) rules is reported hereafter.
•

Lean content design guideline
a Use visual cues for linking different modular components during installation.

•

Lean content design rules
a

•

Use pins in different positions for each layer as visual cues for linking different
modular components during installation.

Design guidelines and rules can be developed mainly when
1 a new PSS is entirely developed from both the product and service side
2 a new PSS, composed by an already existing product to which is added a new
service, is developed
3 the PSS is re-designed or needs improvements due to a problem occurred during
its lifecycle.

Design guidelines and rules are more effective if deriving from the interaction of workers
with different skills in a multidisciplinary team (Winner et al., 1988). This group should
be able to adopt the methodology to both conduct the new design of the PSS according to
a problem-solving procedure and generate content design guidelines and rules.
Furthermore, thanks to a consistent protocolling of such developed knowledge, the
different sub-departments and components of the team, focused on specific topics of the
same design project, can be aligned on every aspect every time a design modification of
the design project is needed.
Thus starting from the general requirements of the methodology generating design
guidelines and rules, a strictly related IT tool is needed to support the protocolling and the
efficient use and re-use of such knowledge in the innovation process of PSSs. For this
purpose the LDRT has been created, heavily based on the characteristics of the
methodology generating design guidelines and rules (Diversity Project, 2017) to
constitute a repository, able first of all to support the KM of the PSS design project and
also to interact with both the PLM system and the DIVERSITY platform since these are
able to cover all the stages composing the PSS development. Thanks to this, Guideline
and Rules become the core pillar to connect the product and the service dimensions, also
gauging how much they contribute and impact, both in a positive and a negative way, on
each phase of the PSS lifecycle phases [through lifecycle process (LP) assessment during
the rules generation (Diversity Project, 2017)]. At the same time, this tool needs to be
simple and to have a user-friendly interface, aiding the users (designer, engineers,
developers and managers) to effectively input and manage the PSS design knowledge
created during the design phase.
The aim of this research is to put into evidence how such a tool and the lean content
design guidelines and rules can effectively support the KM and the collaborative design
along the entire PSS development process, also raising and fostering the need to change
the current PLM models to support companies along the PSSs lifecycle. In this sense, the
work explains how the PSDM/PSLM tools, an extension of the most commons
PDM/PLM tools, integrated in the PSS development engineering environment, support
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design knowledge in getting a strategic role along the entire development process of the
PSSs. More specifically, the PSDM/PSLM tools intervene in the design and/or redesign
of new product features or of a new product, enabling the PSS development defined in
the concept phase. In the design phase, companies have been already well defined tools
and design methods: the most common are those grouped under the umbrella of PLM
systems (Corallo et al., 2013). The integrated development of a product and related
services requires the LDRT to support a methodology and appropriate tools to keep the
PSS configuration updated during all stages of development.
Indeed, compared to the LDRT, so far, the other existing PSS design and engineering
tools, as for example those composing the Service Explorer (Sakao et al., 2009) or the
ServLab (Meiren and Burger, 2008), are not able to consider the PSS development in all
its complexity (Pezzotta et al., 2014) since their only focus is to add the service
components without considering the product lifecycle perspective. The PSS design and
engineering tools so far proposed have not been created to guide PSS designers and
engineers with step by step indications along the development process and to give them
also the opportunity to verify the consistency of such knowledge generated and used.
This can instead be offered by the LDRT, thanks to its two main functions, the create and
the search lean content design guidelines/rules.
Figure 1

Research methodology for the tool development (see online version for colours)
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Moreover, PLM systems need to be involved, since, by properly merging the methods,
models and tools, they could be able to manage the entire design process by considering
the service components since the early design phase.
Therefore, in the following, the research methodology adopted to develop this tool,
that is strictly coupled and linked to the methodology generating the knowledge it is
responsible to manage (Diversity Project, 2017) is going to be presented.

3

Research methodology

The LDRT has been developed using as starting point the PSS design GuRu methodology
(Diversity Project, 2017) referring to the DfPSSu approach (Sassanelli et al., 2016).
Requirements for the methodology development had been derived following interactive
and interpretative principles, involving thus experts belonging to three selected
application cases. In particular, a research methodology has been designed (see Figure 1)
to develop first the methodology and then the connected tool.
Furthermore, DfX shell (Huang, 1996; Huang and Mak, 1997), a procedure inspired
to the PARIX model (Duffey and Dixon, 1993) to develop DfX driven tools, has been
considered along the entire research design and conduction. It leads the authors along the
whole tool development: from the analysis of (functional, operability and focus)
requirements, through the product and process modelling and compilation of DfX
manuals and workbooks, to the verification.
The team involved in this research was constituted by researchers and employees put
together to have both a theoretical and practical perspective: four academics with a
background in product development, PLM, service and PSS development, interacted with
heterogeneous teams, in terms of experience and roles related to product development
and service management, from the companies’ side. Indeed, three companies, constituting
the sample used to previously develop the methodology, were involved to develop the
tool and evaluate the integration level among the different tools composing the developed
engineering environment (Diversity Project, 2017; Sassanelli, 2017a). To achieve this last
objective, three milestones have been identified (tools’ early development, platform’s
early prototype and platform’s full prototype). In particular, the first phase, following
interpretivist research (Williamson, 2002) and dealing with observation and theory
building, was aimed at the early development of the tool, detecting the companies’
necessities, the functional and non-functional requirements and the functional and
technical specifications. Then, experimentation was repeatedly conducted, in three
iterations, to develop the prototype that represented, along the research time lapse, both a
proof of concept and a basis for continuing the development of the tool. Indeed, in each
of the conducted application cases, some suggestions and feedbacks were obtained to
improve not only the tool itself (in its functionality and usability) but also its consistency
and compatibility with the methodology for generating guidelines and rules. Moreover,
also its integration level in the simultaneously developed engineering environment was
improved, and, in terms of usability, some suggestions for improvements were easily
obtained exploring the tool functionalities in the company context. Finally, the platform’s
full prototype was obtained testing in the three cases the overall functionality of the
platform and its interaction with the tools. Thus, in each one of the three macro-phases
constituting the system development, three iterations involving at least three employees
internal to the companies were conducted.
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Along the entire process, as described more in detail in Diversity Project (2017),
different research traditions [in particular applied, practical research (Potts, 1993),
interactive research (Ellström, 2007), system development (Nunamaker and Chen, 1990)
and quality research design (Williamson, 2002)] have been used and integrated in the
whole research process to give rigorousness and relevance for both academia and
industries to the research and to its results.
Therefore, the next paragraph is dedicated to the description of the LDRT, deeply
linked to the methodology generating such knowledge (Diversity Project, 2017) raising
the needs related to its introduction and explaining its structure and its main functions.

4

The main feature of the LDRT

As previously stated, the LDRT has been created to be an effective tool for KM. Indeed,
since it has been developed in couple with the PSS design GuRu methodology (Diversity
Project, 2017; Sassanelli, 2017a, 2017b) along the PSS detailed design process, it eases
the storage and management of such design knowledge. The tool aims at enhancing the
collaborative design of a PSS through a better exchange of knowledge between product
and service functions. In this sense, it is aimed to aid users in the PSS design, overcoming
the product-centric perspective typical of manufacturing companies. As a result, it can
store valuable knowledge and convert them in wisdom belonging to the company
(Ackoff, 1989) to be shared along space (in terms of employees, design teams, divisions,
companies and sectors) and time (overwhelming issues deriving by employees rotation
and changes) for supporting PSSs and smart products design and management.
This knowledge, which is created by multi-disciplinary teams, is hence supposed to
be shared and made available to companies’ employees belonging to different divisions
but cooperating in a concurrent way to develop the new PSSs. However, the organisation
of such heterogeneous teams is a critical aspect for achieving effective DfX, due to both
sociological and technological problems (Demarco and Lister, 1987): it is indeed
complex to obtain jelled collaborating teams composed by people from different
functions (Gatenby and Foo, 1990). This can depend on the need of effective
communication essential for team work to create, use and re-use the DfX knowledge base
(Gatenby and Foo, 1990). Thus, to effectively manage this knowledge and foster and ease
the PSS innovation process, guidelines and rules need to be consistently codified and
protocolled to be easily stored, used and re-used along the time by PSS designers and
engineers. For example, a correct use of tags and others filters through the tool, applied
on such a knowledge, is functional to improve the transversal degree of applicability of
the high level design guidelines on different PSSs. Moreover, the LDRT can be very
important to ease the collaboration among the components of a design team during the
innovation process of a PSS: through it all the employees are supposed to be catered with
the same knowledge, improving the possibilities to innovate in a concurrent way the PSS
under analysis. At this purpose, filters and tags can enable employees to search and find
efficiently the desired knowledge, avoiding wastes of time and useless effort in the design
phase and addressing designer’s lack of knowledge (Sundin, 2009; Tan et al., 2010) in
important PSS lifecycle areas. Guidelines and rules can be filtered also per author,
referring product/service/components, ability and tags: according to the different
information available, the design knowledge can be retrieved efficiently and effectively,
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fostering collaboration in the company independently by the kind of organisation
involved.
Moreover, to best fit the generation and codification processes of such knowledge, the
tool has been developed in couple with the methodology generating DfPSSu guidelines
and rules, adopting for both the same research design and procedure (Diversity Project,
2017) in a simultaneous way: after the analysis of both the literature and practice, gaps in
PSS design have been detected and an interpretation of the context has been proposed,
getting to the definition of the requirements and specifications needed for the
development of the tool. According to system development research tradition
(Nunamaker and Chen, 1990), theory building, observation and experimentation were all
used to develop the tool prototype that constituted, along the research time lapse, both a
proof of concept and a basis for continuing research. Therefore, after the definition of
requirements and specifications in an interactive and interpretative way (Williamson,
2002; Ellström, 2007), the sub-system architecture of the tool has been built: the LDRT is
a group comprising three components that work together to support the management of
design guidelines and rules and their validation during a design project. The three
components, namely lean design rules, associate design rules and validate PSS design,
belong to the same group because they share the same model and they manage the
business logic related to guidelines and rules, even if the data flow among them is almost
nil, because they work by sharing information through the database, as depicted in
Figure 2.
Figure 2

Components of the Lean Design rules group (see online version for colours)

The main features of the tool, distributed among the three components, are as following:
•

the Lean Design rules component is the one managing the creation, editing, viewing,
deleting and searching for guidelines and rules

•

the associate design rules component allows the designers to associate lean content
design guidelines/rules to a design project
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the validate PSS design component validates the design outputs by checking if
guidelines and rules associated with a design project have been all implemented.

The main scenario thought for the use of this tool is composed of six steps. Applying the
PSS design GuRu methodology, the designer generates and collects the necessary
information and:
1

identifies the new design knowledge to insert in the repository

2

defines if it is a lean content design guideline or rule

3

inputs the guideline/rule and the information needed to classify it

4

saves the guideline/rule

5

needs to retrieve a guideline/rule

6

views the guideline/rule.

Through the tool use, the designer is enabled to manage and to act on rules in different
ways [as create, read, update and delete (CRUD), deploy and unbind]. Furthermore, the
rules themselves can be managed by the user: definition, versioning and view are all
action available to the user involved in the creation of the solution. Thus, if an user wants
to use the create function, first of all he has to select between entering a new lean content
design guideline (Figure 4) or rule (Figure 5).
In particular, for each guideline (Figure 4) the designer has to specify some basic
data:
a

if it is ‘applied to’ products or services components of a PSS; if it will be ‘linked to’
a specific product or service a reference is created between such guideline and the
chosen element already available into the company’s PLM system (if a PLM is used,
it can be connected to the engineering environment and to the LDRT via a PSLM
component) and/or other engineering environment components used to manage
products and services data

b

the ‘definition’, that is the content of the guideline to be created

c

the ‘ability’ that is the function chosen to be enhanced for the solution through the
DfPSSu approach

d

the ‘classification’, that is to say the importance of the guideline to be followed

e

the characterising ‘tags’ in order to foster their correct categorisation.

Instead, for each rule (Figure 5) the designer should specify the ‘referring guideline’ to
which it is referred plus all the same fields reported above for guidelines (except the
ability that is inherited by the referring guideline).
The set of features implemented rely on a data model that systematises the
information needed for a complete definition and management of guidelines and rules.
An overview of the core part of the underlying data model is provided in Figure 3.
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Data model core part overview extracted with MySQL workbench (see online version
for colours)
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The fulcrum of the model is found in tables lean_guideline and lean_rule that represent
the core concepts. These tables are linked by a dependency relationship to manage the
content rule case, where each rule must have a guideline as reference. The association of
guidelines/rules to products and services (and their components) under development is
managed through the lean_guideline_service, lean_guideline_product, lean_rule_service
and lean_rule_product tables. Products and services are represented in the model by the
namesake tables. In the top part of the model, the PSS, service, and product tables are
obviously linked to allow an integrated PSS development. Lean rules and guidelines are
also linked to the design_project concept through the design_project_lean_guideline and
design_project_lean_rule tables: in this way it is possible to define which rules must be
validated for a specific design project and if such rules have been satisfied (if the value of
the checked attribute is properly set). Obviously the design_project is linked to the PSS
under development. In the lower part of Figure 3, the lean_ability, lean_classification,
lean_type, lean_waste are used to manage all other aspects of the Lean Design rules. At
the end, in the lower right part of the model is represented the group of tables, i.e.,
lean_guideline_lean_tag, lean_rule_lean_tag and lean_tag, used for marking the
guidelines and rules with a significant tag to improve future search and reuse of such
data.
The open source MySQL database (Community Edition version), released under the
GPL license, was selected for the data model implementation. The Lean Design rule tool,
instead, is a SpringBoot application developed in Java EE. The tool is based on Spring
MVC open source technologies, however all the business logic in the application has
been developed from scratch for the DIVERSITY platform. All the software modules
used are well-known and mature open source technologies.
Figure 4

LDRT – new lean content design guideline (see online version for colours)

Moreover, a specific search page, allowing the user to search in the repository for the
previously defined guidelines and/or rules, is also available and accessible from the main
page of the tool: Figure 6 contains the user interface related to the LDRT search
functionality. In particular, several filters are available to facilitate the search: the ID, the
type, the definition, the user, the tag, the date, the classification, the ability, the applied to
and the link to.
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Figure 5

LDRT – new lean content design rule (see online version for colours)

Figure 6

LDRT – guidelines and rules search (see online version for colours)

The figures listed in this section show the DIVERSITY Platform related to the LDRT.
This tool can be used as standalone. However, to better exploit all the benefits deriving
by the generation and use of guidelines and rules, the tool has been thought to interact
with the PSS platform developed in the DIVERSITY project: in this way Lean Content
Design guidelines and rules become the core pillar able to create a continuous stream of
knowledge among the different stages of the PSS lifecycle, systematising product and
service components in the PSS development process. Indeed, a bi-directional link is
generated between the design knowledge and the PSS resources managed along the entire
PSS lifecycle. To provide this kind of support, PDM and PLM systems have been
integrated within the engineering environment because they are built on robust
configuration management methodologies. Furthermore, a set of applications, called
PSDM/PSLM tools, have been developed in order to interface the engineering
environment with different PDM/PLM systems existing in the market. They are used to
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decouple the PSS design tool developed in the engineering environment by pre-existing
business systems used to support the product development. The main features of these
tools are the creation and management of specific PSS concepts into the underlying data
model, the access to the information contained into the business systems, the start and
management of approval workflows and the combined management of both product and
service’s development lifecycles. They offer controlled access of resources stored in
PLM systems to the engineering environment tools, in particular, to the tool dealing with
the conceptual phase [through product and service resources detected with the PSCT
(Rondini et al., 2016)], to the service delivery process modelling tool (through physical
evidences called along the process) and to the LDRT, dealing with the detailed design of
the PSS and the generation of new design knowledge (Diversity Project, 2017). When a
resource already exists within the business system, through the PSDM/PSLM tools it is
possible to access all relevant information (name, description, version, relations, etc.)
directly from the tools in the engineering environment, otherwise it is possible to start the
process for the creation and definition of such resources. The information regarding the
resources used in the development of products/services is saved and managed, so it is
always possible to check the correct PSS configuration. Among these information, also
the guidelines and rules are manageable through the PSDM/PSLM tools: indeed, for each
resource, product, service or PSS, they can be retrieved or, if not existing, new
knowledge can be linked to them.
The next section aims at explaining how this integration is valorised by the Lean
Content Design guidelines and rules in the engineering environment, supported also by
the PSDM/PSLM tools, giving continuity to the PSS development process, from the
conception to the usage and service delivery phases.

5

Design guidelines as the core pillar along the PSS engineering
environment workflow

Lean Content Design guidelines are practical recommendations provided to PSS
developers able to improve the integration of product and service components and avoid
wastes during the PSS development process. However, as argued in the following, they
represent also a strategic and important connection point among the several stages
composing the PSS development, articulated through the engineering workflow here
proposed which is based on the PSSLDM methodology. This workflow, built to guide in
a structured way the PSS development process, is composed of eight main steps:
1

customer analysis

2

design concept

3

associate design rules

4

design PSS

5

design service

6

validate PSS design

7

model KPI
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model sentiment.

The process starts with the customer analysis: KPIs and sentiment analysis monitoring
data of PSS already on the market in the form of snapshot can be visualised. In this phase
the design team can identify possible new customer or market trends and needs. The
second phase is about the PSS concept: using the product service concept tree (PSCT)
approach (Rondini et al., 2016), the PSS solution best suiting the company exigencies and
the related needed resources (for both product and service) are identified and entered in
the engineering environment. The resources here created are inserted and protocolled into
the engineering environment so that they can also be associated to eventually existing
design guidelines and, if a PLM system is used, through the PSLM component the
created resources can be aligned to those available into such system. Thus, the third step
is associate design rules: based on the solution previously defined, the design guidelines
to be followed during the product design phase (normally conducted with the company’s
proprietary CAD/CAM tool) are selected among those already existing in the engineering
environment through the LDRT. Otherwise, if the design team evaluates not sufficient the
existing guidelines linked to the resources and suggested by the engineering environment,
new consistent design guidelines can be generated: this happens when the knowledge
already available in the LDRT is not appropriate to support the design of the solution.
Thus, starting from generic guidelines (as already existing as new ones), new operative
connected rules, more accurate for the design project under analysis, are defined and
entered in the engineering environment in order to solve the PSS design issues raised.
These rules are linked to a specific guideline. Then, stage 4, design PSS, is designated to
support the detailed design phase of the overall PSS solution, providing a link between
the company’s systems used for product design (PDM, PLM or legacy systems) and the
engineering environment used for PSS design. The BoM of the product, usually managed
by PDM/PLM systems and designed using the company proprietary CAD/CAM tools, is
made available into the engineering environment via the PSLM tool. Moreover, as
explained above, the PLM, enriched with service functions, gives as a result the
PSLM/PSDM tools. This allows to define the product (in the form of BoM) and the
service (in the form of a process defined in the design service phase) composing the PSS,
starting from the solution and resources selected in the design concept phase. Using the
PSLM, the resources aimed at supporting the service provision along the process can be
added and linked to the product’s BoM, fostering the bond between the product and the
service new knowledge in a sort of PSS BoM. In particular, during the stage 5, design
service, the service delivery process is created [using business process management
notation (BPMN) in the blueprinting structure] to define the service, also requiring to
specify how the service resources (identified in the design concept) act along the service
provision. Therefore, stage 6, validate PSS design, is performed after the PSS
conceptualisation and the product and service design. Validation is done by checking the
actual consideration of the mandatory design guidelines defined during the design phase.
To do this, the list of guidelines selected for the design project in the associate lean rules
stage is retrieved from the repository and listed in this stage. The user has to indicate
manually every guideline actually considered in the design phase, using a particular
attention to control to have followed all the mandatory guidelines. Moreover, under each
guideline a sub-list of connected rules is shown. Furthermore, the user has to confirm to
have considered at least one rule for every applied guideline. The project can be validated
only if all the mandatory guidelines are checked. The system implements this control.
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Finally, once validated, the PSS design is saved in the PSS repository of the
PSDM/PSLM. The following step, model KPI, is the selection of the KPIs to be
associated to the just created PSS: they are identified and entered in the related tool of the
engineering environment. This enables to associate them to the new PSS and to view
graphically the KPIs and the PSS data. The final step of the workflow, model sentiment,
involves the creation of a sentiment analysis model, using a consistent tool in the
engineering environment to compute the PSS’s sentiment: customers’ feedbacks
collection and analysis impel circularity, continuously improving the PSS design project
through the use of the engineering environment.
Clearly the use of Lean Content Design guidelines and rules, managed through the
LDRT and following such an engineering workflow, can boost the collaboration in a
concurrent way of different functions of companies during the development of a PSS,
thanks to an effective management of design knowledge. Resources, product and service
configuration and design are all connected through a consistent use of the related design
guidelines. Accordingly, product and service divisions are bridged not only during this
critical phase but also the results of each PSS project developed in this way is destined to
represent in future new wisdom available for the entire company to be easily shared and
reused.
Finally, in order to obtain all these interacting tools integrated and embedded in the
platform, they have been developed and validated, both singularly and from a platform
view, following a well-structured procedure described in the next paragraph.

6

LDRT validation

The LDRT has been so far developed, used and validated in four companies: they are
B2B SME companies, belonging to different countries and industrial sectors (heating,
ventilation, air-conditioning and refrigeration; automation solutions for consumer product
production; mould; commercial bakery machines). All the companies involved, even if
they are characterised by a different adoption of technology at both product and process
levels, are willing to go through the servitisation process, have a heavy weight design
process and a mature and consolidated product portfolio, operate in different markets and
their business is based upon the design and manufacturing of pure products.
The first three of them were also useful to evaluate the integration level among the
different tools composing the engineering environment. Moreover, all the application
cases were very useful to develop the final prototype of the LDRT according to an
iterative continuous improvement process to be tested in real-world settings, similar and
inspired to the systems development field (Nunamaker and Chen, 1990). Thanks to this,
several feedbacks and organisational issues related to the tool adoption, were detected
and collected. Also an online questionnaire was used to get from practitioners a technical
evaluation of the tool in terms of functionality and to better understand its strengths and
weaknesses. All the feedbacks obtained have been grouped into four areas: methodology
benefits, tool benefits, organisational and system adoption issues, methodology and tool
issues. The specific inputs from the different cases were compared and summed up in
more general categories and used to assess the methodology and the tool according to the
DfX tool requirements defined in Huang and Mak (1997).
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Among the several feedbacks received, a practical issue was considered for the daily
use of the tool in the company. A continuous check could be needed in order to manage
knowledge redundancy or to contrast wrong indications for designers. From an
organisational point of view, this issue is related to the identification of who is
responsible, in the design team, of protocolling and managing the produced knowledge.
The profile of the design manager is the most indicated to finally assess and approve the
data previously inserted by designers and engineers on the tool during the design process,
also checking possible overlapping with already existing knowledge. He has a paramount
view of both the design process and knowledge and they are also in charge of
coordinating the different divisions’ constraints with designers and engineers’ ideas and
actions. As a result, he is in charge of coordinating a multidisciplinary group with the
final aim of generating worth design guidelines and rules.
Furthermore, as stated above, it has been considered that the user responsible of
inserting on the tool all the guidelines and rules generated through the methodology, the
designer or engineer, is supposed to sustain a big effort for this activity. Dealing with
this, an important point was raised in the last case for the future researches: the
enhancement of the integration degree between the PSS design GuRu methodology and
the Lean Design rule tool. New functionalities supporting the methodology conduction
would indeed automatise the insertion process of the created guidelines and rules,
requiring hence less effort for designers and engineers along the PSS development
process.
However, once such design knowledge is approved, its actual effectiveness and
usefulness should be measured through a set of key performance indicators (KPIs). KM
can be defined as the creation, acquisition, sharing, and utilisation of knowledge for the
promotion of organisational performance (Bassi, 1997). The measurement of KM
effectiveness could be useful to evaluate if the results of this research actually work. Such
measures need to be focused on potential problems in the knowledge creation and
utilisation processes. Some examples could be the knowledge stagnation in the
knowledge creation process, the number of redesign/reworks of a PSS design project, the
degree of reuse of guidelines or the generalisability degree of guidelines.
Finally, in order to achieve the system development full prototype, this research has
been tested and validated using a sufficient number and wide spectrum of illustrative and
field improvement test cases with full technical and managerial support. Moreover, as
also stated by Huang and Mak (1997), a verification with academic expert has been
relevant to verify its overall value.

7

Conclusions and further researches

This research was mainly aimed at raising the awareness and at starting proposing the
possible changes needed by both current design and PLM models when they have to deal
with PSSs. In this direction, the LDRT has been proposed to support the entire PSS
development process, guaranteeing the knowledge sharing among product and service
design functions. Thanks to Lean Content Design guidelines and rules, used as a strategic
connecting point along the entire engineering workflow, a platform oriented approach,
integrated with PLM systems, has been introduced and fully exploited in the PSS context.
One of the triggers of this research was the combination of two different approaches,
lean and DfX, with the final objective of enhancing the PSS through making the product
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components more suitable to support the service features since the beginning of its
development process. Indeed, this research stream, comprising both the methodology and
tool generating and managing Lean Content Design guidelines and rules, follows the lean
thinking philosophy, which is a business approach aimed to provide a new way to think
about how to organise human activities to deliver more benefits to society and value to
individuals while eliminating waste (Sassanelli et al., 2015a, 2015b). Reduce the waste
means to obtain a product/service more efficient, to reduce the cost of production and
achieve a better position in the market. The use of the tool enables to understand how to
add value not only to the PSS but also to the process needed to its development reducing
the issues due to wrong interpretations or to the creation of solutions not compliant with
what required. This heavily affects the customer perception of the company, fostering the
customer loyalty and also the company performances. Indeed, the advantage is not to be
identified exclusively on the product/service but to the entire enterprise system. The
designer, through the LDRT, easily retrieve tacit knowledge in organisations, gathered
through company practice and experience along all the PSS lifecycle. The power of the
tool is that a designer is not obliged to possess deep knowledge of the lean philosophy in
order to adapt his design activities in this direction, because the tool supports the user and
incorporates this methodology as a black box. Moreover, a platform, which will
incorporate all these rules to guide the designer at all stages of PSS lifecycle design, is
provided to the user. This platform, based on methods supporting the different phases of
the PSS lifecycle, comprises tools for the identification, generation, use and re-use of new
design guidelines and rules, taking into account feedbacks from customers, designers and
shop-floor experts. In this context, the engineering workflow proposed in Section 5 has a
strategic role: it guides designer and engineers from the concept phase to the final design
and configuration of the PSS, fully exploiting the integration, enabled by the
PSDM/PSLM tools, of design guidelines and rules with data existing in PLM systems.
The effective generation, use and re-use of design guidelines and rules, fostered by
the IT tools proposed in this work, can also enable a service and sector specific provision
of knowledge. This can contribute to provide an IT repository DfPSSu manual always
more suitable to each manufacturer willing to navigate towards the servitisation
phenomenon.
Finally, as reported in Section 6, some feedbacks were obtained during the validation
phase in the four conducted application cases. This opens the room to further
developments to enhance the tool functionalities: an important step could be to enable the
tool in supporting also the conduction of the PSS design GuRu methodology. This new
function would automatise not only the provision of a summary report at its end but also
the process needed to develop and insert the knowledge in the tool repository.
Another aspect should also be considered: the further exploitation of the integration
between the LDRT and the PLM systems: the capacity of using rules to generate product
design, known as knowledge-based engineering (KBE), can constitute indeed an
important bond between the different IT systems used in the company (PLM, CAx, ERP).
Directly deriving from the KM, KBE represents the practical technological application on
the engineering, operatively addressing the vision and strategy delineated with the Lean
Content Design guidelines and rules generation.
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